Justin Timberlake
This is your Pathfinder Report, personalised to the date, time and place of your birth; based
on the principle that you are happiest when you are doing what you want to do most.
The ancients believed that, at the moment of birth, as the soul journeys to the earth, it
brings with it the influences of the planets which it passes on its way. This set of influences
becomes the individual's map or horoscope. It becomes their internalised path.
Purposelessness is perhaps the greatest dis-ease of our time. Without meaning life is
empty. But what is the purpose and meaning of this life ? Why are we here ?
We are here to walk our path, on the earth, beneath the sky. The inner sky becomes our
path on
earth.
This Pathfinder Report asks the question:

How Do I Get There ?
Is about your path. How you channel, filter and focus who you are. The place where you
find your vision and identity; your separateness.
Ultimately, it answers the question, How can I find my integrity and live my life fully and
effectively? The answer is a marriage of the heaven and earth within.
HOW TO READ YOUR PATHFINDER REPORT
Pathfinder Report is not a personal description. It is more of a 'How To' manual, attempting
to clarify your potential and tell you how you can fulfil it.
There may seem to be some contradictions in the report, because human beings, and their
lives, are full of paradoxes. Pathfinder Report shows you how to marry these differences
within yourself.
Look out for themes and patterns that emerge in your mind as you read the report. These
are your focal, strong, points of emphasis in your life.
As you read the report again, from time to time, more information will emerge.
You may find the report wordy. Words have been used intentionally, not only to convey
meaning, but to create the magical effect of sounds woven together. They are the
interpretative tool, used to capture the essence and the influence of the astrological
symbolism. They are the channel. The effect is the path.
A note about parents. The nurturing, or inner, parent, more likely to be your father, with
whom
you relate on an unseen, spiritual level, in essence. can also be your mother, or anyone else
who fulfilled that role in your life. The dominant, or outer, parent, more likely to be your
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mother, with, and through whom, you relate to the world, on the material plane, in socalled 'reality', can also be either. You will know which role has been played by whom or
whether they have shared or alternated in these roles.
Each parent can take either role at different times. What is important is that your parents,
or carers, have shared a parenting attitude and dynamic, and you have been influenced by
it.
If there are parts of you portrayed that you do not readily recognise, think about denial and
what you are not owning as your own. You may be attracting other people to fulfil parts of
your chart that you are not fulfilling for yourself; eg the male role, the female role, your
worldly image. Where you are given alternatives, they will not usually all be true for you.
Remember that, whether you are male or female, your will have both male and female parts
of yourself, which need to function in relationship with each other. Otherwise you can never
be a complete person and will always be dependent on someone else to fulfil these roles for
you. In this way you can never take up your own power, but remain trapped in dependency.
For this reason this report does not have separate interpretations for men or women.
Finally, if there are parts of the interpretation with which you cannot identify, this may be
because they are in potential and have not yet been developed to their fullest possibility. So
do re-consider. You may not be conscious of these things at this time and they may become
apparent later. Your potential will unfold in time, as you mature. So you have an idea of
what is in store for you and what you need to develop.
Walk in beauty and happy travelling.

How Do I Get There?
Leo Ascendant
You deal with changes, crises and new beginnings with dignity, presence, graciousness, selfconfidence, vitality; slow, measured capability, reliability, organising and leadership
qualities, but tending towards grandiosity, dramatising your actions, expecting recognition
and applause, often making much of very little.
Your path is to create a personal ego; to develop personal creativity, identity, individuality,
magnanimity, power and authority; the power of your own Self, the enlightened
personality; becoming the most of what you can personally be; recreating yourself in what
you produce, children, relationships, works; functioning effectively; becoming a person in
your own right; unique, proud to be who you are; giving of your true self with love, with
generosity and warmth - unconditionally. You inspire others with your positive, sunny,
optimistic and commanding attitude, generating enthusiasm; and confront challenges in
order to succeed, not to win; taking control and command of all that is yours, self-control of
your vital energy, in order to function effectually, with modesty and humility, not in order to
compete or gain mastery over others, but in order to earn self-esteem from the experience
of your own actions.
You need to focus your life through your life-giving energy; your spiritual self-sufficiency,
your ability to heal through love, life and vitality; your inner radiance; the power of your
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personal will; generosity, sincerity, loyalty and expansiveness, stemming from your inner
resource and ego strength, your moral decency; the divinity of your own creative force,
which makes you a shining example for others; to take responsibility for what you produce,
knowing it as the power of God within you, seeking expression through you, and through all
that you possess and express. Only giving of this freely, unconditionally, will give you the
inner recognition, the recognition of your own Self, and its expression, by yourself, which
you need, in order to feel fulfilled; and the reflection of that in your creations; the feeling of
well-being that results from full creative functioning; the pride that you feel in your selfpropagation.
* ASC in Leo
Your path of personal identity will evolve through the radiation of innovation, altruism and
individuality, in your daily, physical work, practical routines, mundane activities, service to
others; adjustment to necessity; discipline and discipleship; practise of meaningful skills;
taking care of your health; listening to the messages you receive from your body; selfpurification, self-perfection, self-transformation and completion of your individuality; living
your original nature in simplicity;
Mars in Aquarius
separating and differentiating yourself; forming individuality and an independent identity;
self-definition and self-centredness; direction, drive, momentum, focus and onepointedness; confidence, will and courage; projecting your Self outwards; developing
assertiveness, self-sufficiency and models of effective action; potency; attaining short-term,
material and worldly goals; with enduring, open-minded thought and revolutionary mental
activity; through innovation, altruism and philanthropy; with caution, intellect and
enterprise; progressive ideas and unconventionality; a passion for intellectual challenges,
new ways of thinking, freedom and the future of humanity; channelling your desires into
inventiveness and individuality; your sudden insights and rash decisions into social
creativity; political causes, social changes, fights for the rights of humanity, freedom of
speech and avante guarde ideas; advances and modernism in art, literature, science or
technology; needing to temper your tyrannical fanaticism and stubborn opinions with
compassion for the human state. You express your ego-centredness through arguments and
debates; inciting others to action; needing to exchange your passionate beliefs for a dose of
the other fellow's point of view; your eccentricity and rebellion against tradition and
authority for maturity and inner authority; and your abrasive, self-righteous outspokenness
for a little tact and diplomacy; as you can be cold, cutting and alienating in your quest for
change;
Mars in 6th House
channelling your energy and enthusiasm; dealing with conflicts; accepting challenges and
confrontations; with vitality and youthful optimism; through organisation, efficiency,
industry and activity in daily work routines; mundane and mechanical matters; vitality and
health of the body; patience with employees and co-workers and their methods of
operating;
Aries on 9th House Cusp
asserting your individuality and initiating action through the expansion of your horizons,
mind and understanding of life, the search for meaning and purpose, your relationship to
the universe; the building of a religious or spiritual philosophy; your psychological maturity;
Venus in 5th House
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attaining inner and outer wealth; accumulating personal resources; expressing yourself
artistically; attracting and expressing love, through your personal attractiveness and selfexpression; personal creations; beautiful children and the pleasure that they give you; the
wealth that they bring to you; hobbies, artistic or musical abilities; re-creative activities; the
ability to attract love affairs and romantic encounters; to share fun and sensuality with
lovers; and playful activities which enable you to feel more of who you are;
Virgo on 2nd House Cusp
building material stability and security, using your personal resources through work and
service; skilful means and practicality;
* Taurus on 10th House Cusp
bringing pleasure and beauty; ritualising; stabilising; giving form and value to your
public or professional standing and status, your social position and image, what you
achieve and contribute to the community, vocation and responsibility.
Saturn in Libra
In time, with caution, commitment and discipline; restraint and hard work; by throwing off
parental expectations and social conditioning; and by taking responsibility for your own
path, you can realistically channel your inner authority into your ambitious ability to balance
your will through justice; bringing peace, harmony and equanimity into the world; possibly
art or music; fairness, equality and truth; diplomacy; consideration for others' feelings;
developing your artistic and aesthetic talents.
By accepting separateness, aloneness, and differentiation, which initially means exposing
your vulnerability, you can build self-confidence, by developing sound and intuitive
judgement; seriousness and loyalty in relationship and partnership; co-operation and
collaboration; greater intimacy and intellectual understanding; commitment; allowing
ambition to outweigh your fear; slowly; ultimately serving society through the mastery of
your own life and the lessons which you have learned in it.
Saturn in 2nd House
You can enjoy the satisfaction of this learning process and the rewards and experience that
you gain from it; the insight into and understanding of your meaning and purpose, when
you have found it; the truth about yourself as opposed to what you were led to believe; and
then the living of it by building new boundaries as you grow through the experience,
burdens and responsibilities of the accumulation and use of wealth and resources; the
establishment of physical and material stability; and the establishment of your own values;
the validation and use of your own, inner, resources; the establishment of a security based
on those inner resources.
Jupiter in 2nd House
You can break negative ties with the past, developing optimism and broader vision, planning
for a brighter future; expanding out of repression and fear, beyond the bounds of your
family; into a wider universe; gaining understanding of life's purpose and meaning, of your
social relatedness and your place in the plan of things; and faith and trust in life's
supportiveness; developing your own philosophy and intellectual expression, by exploring
and taking up challenges in your approach to finances and material stability. Somehow you
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get your needs met, even though you spend carelessly and do not respect your possessions,
because your attitude to money is optimistic and trusting. You will take risks financially and
usually cope, often with the help of friends to support you when you are broke; nor do you
lack generosity and will give away your last penny to help a friend. You like to gamble and
often win, but are unable to hold on to these winnings. Your urge is to get beyond material
needs and not have to deal with them; to find an easy solution to these problems;
Aries on 9th House Cusp
expanding your consciousness and understanding through self-assertion and a sense of your
individual identity; through courage and personal authority.
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